3M™ Cogent Showcases New AFIS Features at International Association for Identification Conference
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Collaboration with Minnesota Bureau for Criminal Apprehension results in new features to help improve fingerprint examination process efficiency

3M will present the latest features of its flagship Cogent Automated Fingerprint and Palmprint Identification System (CAFIS) client application at the International Association for Identification's Annual Education Conference, held August 10-16 in Minneapolis, Minn., and attended by more than 1,000 forensic professionals.

The company will demonstrate new features including automated left-right reversal latent print searching capability and GYRO fingerprint marking methodology support, both designed to further improve the efficiency of the latent print examination process. Latent prints are non-visible fingerprints found on a surface, usually in a crime scene, and processed into a viewable image. These latent images are then matched against a fingerprint database.

Automated Left-Right Reversal Latent Print Searching

3M CAFIS’s new automated left-right reversal latent print searching feature, called 4D searching, significantly streamlines the latent print examination process by eliminating the need for the examiner to restart the processing process. As part of a collaboration with the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (MN BCA) to address specific examination needs dealing with case-specific latent print examination process, 3M Cogent reconfigured its CAFIS into a “Case-Specific AFIS” to provide the advanced latent print searching technologies as a laboratory stand-alone comparison tool.

This novel use of AFIS technology can significantly reduce the lengthy manual comparison process, can act as an add-on quality system review tool, or can aid in the decision making/verification process. The research was featured in the article “Apply AFIS Case by Case” in the June/July 2014 issue of Forensic Magazine: www.forensicmag.com/articles/2014/06/applying-afis-case-case.

GYRO Fingerprint Marking Methodology Support

3M's CAFIS is the first in the industry to support the GYRO system marking methodology, which is a minutia marking and documentation methodology to better document fingerprint examinations and decisions.

“The inclusion of GYRO helps transform the AFIS environment from a stand-alone tool to a case-working environment that begins to capture the entire ACE-V process,” explained Dr. Glenn Langenburg, certified latent fingerprint examiner for MN BCA and owner/founder of Elite Forensic Services, LLC. “GYRO documentation increases transparency and provides more insight into the decision-making process of the examiner. The demand for this transparency has been growing in the last decade from the increased scrutiny and legal challenges to fingerprint evidence.”

“We are pleased to be the first AFIS to support the use of the GYRO marking system. Working closely with Dr. Langenburg, we were able to implement this feature without affecting the transparency of the methodology and the efficiencies of the AFIS workflow process.” said Teresa Wu, Global Software Solution Marketer at 3M Cogent, Inc. “We look forward to further collaboration with forensic industry leaders to continue to bring new innovative features to address our customers' needs and challenges.”
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About 3M Identity Management

3M and 3M Cogent deliver end-to-end, innovative security solutions to businesses and governments worldwide—helping to ensure the security of people and documents. With an unmatched mix of leading technologies in biometrics and credentialing as well as expert systems integration and support, 3M helps solve an array of security challenges, including
efficient border management, secure issuance and authentication of civil IDs, and controlling access to facilities and information. 3M identity management technologies are used in over 100 countries around the world. For more information visit www.3m.com/identitymanagement.
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3M captures the spark of new ideas and transforms them into thousands of ingenious products. Our culture of creative collaboration inspires powerful technologies that make life better. 3M is the innovation company that never stops inventing. With $31 billion in sales, 3M employs 89,000 people worldwide and has operations in more than 70 countries. For more information, visit www.3M.com or follow @3MNews on Twitter.
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